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FOREWORD

This report marks the initiation of a new N. A. C. A. service to members
and to industry —a service based largely on contributions by N. A. C. A.
members. The report summarizes the information supplied in 49 descriptions
of company practice in controlling and accounting for supplies written chiefly
by N. A. C. A. members and submitted to N. A. C. A. Headquarters through
the chapters as a part of the chapter competition. A list of the individuals who
contributed to the study and the chapters through which each description was
submitted will be found at the end of the report.
During the 1954 -55 chapter year, descriptions of company practice in two
other fields —job costing and the control of maintenance costs —were prepared
and submitted to National Headquarters by the chapters. Summary reports
based on these descriptions are being prepared for later publication.
—June, 1955
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Controlling and Accounting
For Supplies
A SUMMARY OF PRACTICE
N THE typical company the cost of supplies consumed represents a minor,
though significant, part of total costs incurred, yet the record keeping
involved in controlling and accounting for these supplies requires a disproportionate amount of clerical time and effort. Because, on the average, the
unit values are low and the quantities purchased and issued are small, a large
number of transactions are involved in accounting for a relatively small dollar
amount. A contributing factor is that record keeping for supplies serves both
a cost accounting and control function. Often the need for detailed records
of supply transactions is due more to the need for assuring that supplies are
on hand when needed without an excessive investment in supplies than to the
need or desire for cost accounting accuracy. Many companies in recent years
have recognized that an undue amount of record keeping was required in relation to the value of the supplies accounted for and have restudied their methods
and procedures to see whether or not they could be simplified and improved.
If the forty -nine descriptions of company practice upon which this report
is based are indicative, there is much which can be done to simplify procedures
and methods while, at the same time, maintaining proper control and accountability. The following are cited as examples of the steps which the descriptions indicate have simplified and improved accounting for supplies in the
companies reported on:
1. The use of standard prices or latest purchase prices in place of
averages in costing disbursements from the supplies inventory.
2. The replacement of the multi -copy single -use purchase requisition by
the traveling or permanent requisition form.
3. The use of various methods of segregating a minimum quantity of
supplies in the bin as a means of signaling that the reorder point
has been reached.
4. The use of bin cards to replace stores ledger cards in controlling
quantities.
5. The sub - division of the supplies control account to facilitate cycle
inventories and speed reconciliation between the control and the
details.
6. The elimination from the inventory of certain supplies which are
charged to expense as received.
It is the purpose of this report to describe these and other simplified
methods which were reported in the forty -nine "Accounting Practice Descriptions" submitted through N.A.C.A. chapters on the topic, "How We Have
Simplified Accounting for Supplies Inventories."

I

(1)

What Are Included in Supplies?
Because of the variety of types of companies covered by this study, and
the various accounting methods used by them, it is not possible to give a
concise definition of the types of material which the word "supplies" encompasses in the companies as a group. Generally, the supplies inventory will
contain such items as indirect materials, repair parts, maintenance and housekeeping supplies, shipping supplies, stationery and office supplies, advertising
supplies, laboratory supplies, etc. In some companies, particularly those
processing a basic raw material such as steel, glass, rubber, or aluminum,
it is common to include in the supplies inventory various materials entering
into the product which in other companies would be included in the raw materials inventory. In the public utility field, where the same materials are
used for both construction and maintenance, it is common to treat the inventory
of such material as a "supplies inventory." In most companies, the supplies
inventory contains some material which is used for construction as well as
the maintenance of buildings, machines, tools, dies, jigs, etc. But no matter
what types of materials are involved, or whether the different types are
stocked together or in different storerooms for each type, the same problem
is present: how best to account for the values involved and control the
quantities in relation to need.
Objectives of Supplies Record Keeping
In any company the type of records which are needed to control and
account for supplies will be influenced considerably by the relative importance
of the various objectives which the record keeping is intended to accomplish.
Of major importance are the following:
1. Control objectives
a. To assure that supplies are on hand when needed
b. To avoid an excess investment in supplies and minimize deterioration and obsolescence
c. To avoid waste and excess consumption of supplies
d. To avoid pilferage and improper conversion of supplies
2. Financial objectives
a. To assure that the cost of supplies consumed is properly charged
for costing and cost control purposes
b. To assure that supplies on hand for future use are properly
accounted for as an asset.
Because these objectives have different relative importance for different
companies, and for different portions of the supplies inventory of any company, procedures and methods of accounting for supplies need to be adapted
to the needs of the individual company. Short cut methods which provide
reasonable attainment of objectives under the conditions prevailing in one
company may not give similar results in another. Each reader will need to
judge the suitability of the methods and procedures discussed in this report
in terms of their application in his company for the attainment of the
objectives which are of most relative importance in that company.
(2)

SIMPLIFIED RECORD KEEPING METHODS

Most companies use a perpetual inventory system for controlling and
accounting for the supplies which are carried through the supplies storeroom.
The key record in a perpetual inventory system is the stores ledger card or
stores ledger sheet. A separate card or sheet is kept for each item of supplies
and provides a running record of the transactions relating to the supply item.
While there is a great deal of variation in the stores ledger cards in use,
and some companies have one form dealing with quantities only in the storeroom and another dealing with values in the accounting department, we can
assume for our purposes a rather complete form, showing both quantities and
values.
On the body of this form space will be provided for recording purchase
requisitions issued, orders placed, orders received, disbursements made, and
balance on hand. The last three columns will show unit prices and dollar
amounts as well as quantities. The heading of the form will provide space
for recording such information as a description of the item, stores code assigned, maximum and minimum quantities, bin location, etc. The various
simplified procedures which are discussed hereafter can be appraised by comparing them with the methods required when this type of stores ledger card
is used.
Pricing of Supplies Disbursements

Much of the detailed record keeping under some of the perpetual inventory systems in use is caused by a method of pricing supplies disbursements
which requires the making of calculations and the entry of value figures
either at the time supplies are received, when they are disbursed, or for both
receipts and disbursements. Apparently the first -in, first -out pricing method is
not generally used today in pricing supply disbursements, but many companies
do use average prices, either running averages which require recalculation
each time supplies are received in the storeroom, or monthly average prices
which need to be recalculated at the beginning of each month for each supply
item where there has been a receipt during the month.
Many companies have learned that one step which can be used to simplify
inventory accounting and reduce the clerical work involved is to adopt a
pricing method under which price changes are infrequent and calculations
reduced to a minimum. There has been a trend toward either standard prices
or latest purchase prices. In addition to reducing the number of calculations
and entries to be made, the use of standard or latest purchase prices makes
possible the elimination of all money columns from the body of the stores
ledger card. In their place space is provided in the heading of the form
for entering the standard or latest purchase price and any subsequent revisions
of it. Entries for receipts, disbursements and balance can be limited to quantities only, and a large volume of calculations and dollar entries can he
avoided. The dollar balance can be calculated readily when needed by extending the quantity balance by the standard or latest purchase price.
(3)

Standard Prices
In many situations the use of a standard price is an ideal solution to
the supplies pricing problem, particularly where the standards can be established readily, require infrequent revision, and the organization is in the
habit of applying standards and calculating variances through their use in
accounting for direct material. The use of standard prices is especially useful
where tabulating equipment is used in accounting for supplies transactions, as
it is in quite a number of the larger companies. By maintaining a deck of
standard price cards, it is possible to apply prices, make extensions and
prepare reports on tabulating equipment with a minimum of time and effort.
Where the use of a standard price for costing supply disbursements is
contemplated, the prospective savings in record keeping must be compared
with any additional work involved in setting and revising the standards and
in developing variances at the time supplies invoices are vouchered.
In one of the reports of practice received, it was explained that the company avoided much of the added work of establishing and revising standards
by setting the original standards at the actual or latest prices paid in a
beginning or base year. In this company, when a new item is stocked for
the first time, its standard is determined by the price paid, adjusted for the
current variance in that type of material. In other words, all standards are
related to one time period and are revised infrequently.
In addition to reducing the detailed record keeping, the use of standard
prices in this company has other advantages:
"It affords a very positive means of dollar inventory control, for
all material flowing into and out of master cribs moves at standard cost.
"The system also lets individual departments using indirect material be charged a uniform cost for the same article, whether that
article is taken out of old stock, out of newly purchased stock, or out
of stocks of reworked or reclaimed material.
"The system takes price variations out of the department manager's
expense accounts so that, over a long period of time, the managers
can relate indirect material costs to standard hours of direct labor
produced, and judge the effectiveness of their efforts to hold indirect
material costs in line, or reduce them."
Latest Purchase Prices
The use of latest purchase prices in costing supply disbursements appears
to be increasing. The latest purchase price should not be confused with the
Lifo method of inventory costing under which the earlier purchase prices are
used in valuing the remaining inventory. The two following examples from
practice suggest that . in using the latest purchase price for costing disbursements it is the usual practice to apply the latest price to the balance of the
inventory as well as to the supplies disbursed.
In a company where a sub- divided control account and bin card records
of quantities have replaced the stores ledger cards (described later), the bin
card shows the latest purchase price. When purchased materials are added to
the bin, the storekeeper enters the new purchase price on the bin card if it
(4)

differs from the last previous purchase price. When a stores requisition is
filled, the storekeeper enters on the requisition the latest price shown by the
bin card. In this company the supplies inventory is segregated into several
inventory classes with a different colored bin card for each class and ,a
separate sub - control account for each class. Physical inventories are taken of
each class of supplies at least semi - annually on a rotating basis, using a
printed list of stores items. As each item is counted, the latest purchase price
as shown on the bin card is entered along with the count. Inventories are
extended and summarized and the sub- control and control accounts adjusted
to agree with the physical inventory. The company reports that since the new
system was installed inventory differences have been relatively insignificant.
In contrast to this practice of determining the inventory adjustment at
the time the physical count is completed, is the practice of a company which
keeps a record of the effect of applying a new purchase price to the units on
hand and accumulates these amounts for a monthly adjustment entry. In this
company a moving average system of pricing had been used, and separate
records were kept in the production control department for quantities and
in the cost department for values. The substitution of latest purchase prices
for a moving average was brought about when it was decided that the record
keeping should be concentrated in the production control department. The description of the company's practice explains how this was accomplished:
"The first and most difficult obstacle to the limitation of detailed
record keeping to one set of records came in the area of pricing. Production control was reluctant to keep records in terms of dollar balances, and yet the moving average pricing system required the maintenance of such a record. After devoting a great deal of thought to
this problem, the cost accounting department devised a pricing system
which required no dollar balances. It involved the pricing of material
issued at the latest purchase price. In order to avoid the introduction of
inventory differences into the accounts, inventories on hand when a
price is changed are restated at the new price. The adjustment required
is determined simply by extending the quantity of inventory on hand,
when material is received at a new price, by the difference between the
new and old prices.
"With the acceptance of this change on the method of pricing disbursements, it was possible to assign the pricing of supply requisitions
to the production control organization. That organization's stock record
shows the price paid for each purchase. When the stock record keeper
is posting a requisition to his card, he notes on the requisition the last
price paid and forwards all requisitions to the cost accounting department for extension and accounting. He also maintains a list of the
quantities on hand and the price differential for all price changes
during the month. This list is forwarded to the cost accounting department, which makes an entry debiting or crediting the inventory control
account with a contra entry to the factory cost adjustments account"
Calculation and accumulation of the effect of revaluing the inventory at a
new price at the time of receipt is more important in this company than in the
(S)

company previously described because of the lack of sub - control accounts and
a different physical inventory practice. In the first company described, it is the
practice to make a physical count on a staggered basis by classes of inventories
at least semi - annually. In the second company, a cycle or rotating checking
program had been tried at the time separate stores records were kept by the
production control and cost accounting departments, but "the system failed
because the time spent reconciling production control's and the cost department's stock records, when a physical inventory was taken, far exceeded any
net saving in the cost of taking inventory." The company feels that, with the
elimination of duplicate records, a cycle checking program can now be applied
to advantage.
Pricing and The Accounting Department

The clerical effort involved in accounting for supplies disbursements is
not limited to that performed in keeping the stores ledger cards. Requisitions
must be priced and extended and totals accumulated to develop the summary
entry to reflect the effect of supplies issued on the general books. The amount
of clerical work involved in these operations will be modified by the type of
mechanical office equipment in use. It should be apparent, however, that some
net saving of clerical effort can be expected from the use of standard or
monthly average prices (where the unit prices do not change during the
period) as compared with Fifo, moving averages or latest purchase prices
(where the same item may be priced differently on different requisitions during the same period) .
While we are primarily concerned in this report with the simplification
of procedures, the effect of the simplified methods on the financial reports
should not be overlooked. The effect of the Fifo, the standard, the monthly
average and the moving average methods of inventory pricing on costs, profits
and inventory valuations has been adequately dealt with in accounting literature
and requires no further comment here. The effect of using the latest purchase
price to revalue the inventory items each time a new purchase is made does
raise some accounting questions which need consideration before this method
is applied. It is apparent that the use of the latest purchase price method
results in stating inventory values above incurred costs during periods of
rising prices and below incurred costs during periods of falling prices. On
the other hand, the method does result in the charging of current operations
with the approximate current cost of the supplies used.
Perhaps the feature which is most likely to be questioned is the statement
of supplies inventories at more than incurred costs during a period of rising
prices. Three comments which appear in the descriptions of practice have a
bearing on this question. First, it was pointed out that the revaluation always
occurs when the quantity of an item is at a minimum, when the supply is
replenished. Second, it appears to be common practice to exclude from the
prices at which supplies are carried any transportation, sales taxes or other
miscellaneous costs incurred in their acquisition. Third, the companies which
have used this method report that the periodic adjustment to restate prices
(6)

has been too small to have any appreciable effect on either costs or inventory
values.
Two modifications of the latest purchase price method were reported. One
company prices issues of supplies with a unit cost of $10.00 or more on a
Fifo basis, using the latest purchase price for all supplies with a unit cost of
less than $10.00. In another company, a single dollar column for "unit price"
is provided in the balance section of the stores ledger card. Ordinarily, this
column will show the latest purchase price. However, when the latest purchase
price differs by an unreasonable amount from an average price, the stores
ledger clerk is instructed to compute and enter the average price in the "unit
price" column. All stores requisitions are priced at the last figure shown in
the "unit price" column. In describing this practice, the following comment
was made:
"Normally, the inventory carried forward is low at the time of reimbursing supplies; therefore, this shortcut of establishing unit prices
has very little effect on the overall picture. This fact is apparent when
the controls are brought to actual at the time the quantities are extended by their unit prices."
The Traveling Requisition

Under most perpetual inventory systems, it is the responsibility of the
stores ledger clerk to initiate a purchase order by preparing a purchase
requisition when the balance shown by the stores ledger card reaches the
minimum quantity which has been set. The usual purchase requisition is a
single -use, multi -copy form which must be filled out in detail each time a
supply item is to be reordered. In many companies the purchase requisition
form is being replaced by a form variously described as a "permanent requisition," a "traveling requisition" or a "notice to buy card." As these
names indicate, this form takes the place of the purchase requisition and
travels back and forth between the storeroom and purchasing department. It
is so designed that most of the detail which is repetitive for each order for a
particular item of supplies can be entered in the heading of the form, reducing
to a minimum the information which needs to be entered on the form each
time a purchase of supplies is requested by the storeroom or the purchase
order is issued by the purchasing department.
The type of traveling requisition used by one company is illustrated in
Exhibit 1. This form is designed to travel between the storeroom, material
control manager and purchasing department. It is printed on heavy stock on
both sides in tumble fashion, and is used in initiating purchases of all supplies
which are regularly stocked. The company continues to use a multi -copy purchase requisition form in initiating one -time purchases.
This company uses this form as follows: When the quantity on hand of
a supply item reaches the reorder point, the traveling requisition is withdrawn
from the files, and the date, quantity on hand, required quantity and date
needed entered in the purchase requisition section. It is then passed to the
material control manager or others authorized to approve. After approval, it
is passed to the purchasing department. At this stage it contains all the data
(7)

and approvals needed for the purchasing department to act and eliminates the
need for a separate purchasing department record for supply items. The form
provides space for the history of purchases from five different vendors. On
return to the storeroom the form shows full detail regarding the purchase
order issued.
PERMANENT PURCHASE REQUISITION
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Exhibit 1

The following advantages of this form were mentioned in the write -up
describing it:
1. Repetitive information regarding description, specifications, size,
packaging, taxability, etc., need not be recopied every time a new
purchase is authorized. Errors are minimized.
"2. A historical record of previous purchases with delivery records,
f.o.b. terms, prices, discounts, etc., is available to the purchasing
agent and others at a glance. A record is accumulated of purchases
from different suppliers that would not otherwise be available
without considerable analytical time."
A similar traveling requisition form is used by another company. This
company, which follows the practice of charging the cost of certain operating
and shipping supplies to expense as received, uses this form to initiate such
purchases as well as to obtain storeroom supplies. Each traveling requisition
(8)

is plainly marked to indicate whether the purchase is to be charged to "Expense" or "Inventory." For expense purchases the expense account to be
charged rather than the stores code is shown on the heading of the form.
When used for the purchase of expense supplies the form, at each use, must
be approved by management as well as the department head.
In this company, whether the traveling requisition or a three -part purchase requisition of the usual type is used, all requisitions must be routed
through the storekeeper to avoid ordering supplies which are carried in the
storeroom.
Several of the descriptions of practice were based on the use of standard
forms in visible files, so arranged that the traveling requisition form was
filed on a pocket facing the stores ledger or "in, out and balance" card. With
these records adjacent to each other in visible files, it is possible to determine
at a glance the status of any order in process.
Determining When To Reorder
With the introduction of the traveling requisition and the elimination of
all dollar amounts from the body of the stores ledger card through the use
of standard prices or latest purchase prices, the principal function served by
the quantity information recorded on the card is to signal the need for a
reorder of supplies. Some companies have found that by using other methods
to determine when the quantity of a supply item has reached the reorder
point they can eliminate the body of the stores ledger card.
The most common approach is the segregation in the stores bin of a
minimum quantity of the items. By sacking, tagging or tying together, or
through the use of a divider in the bin or storage place, a minimum quantity
of the item is segregated and is not to be issued without the preparation at
the same time of a purchase requisition or entry on a standard traveling
requisition of the need for replenishment of the supply.
A rather unique method of combining pre - printed stores issue tickets with
a record of quantities on hand so that the reorder point may be readily
determined is used by one company. In this company each unit in stock is
represented by a ticket (Exhibit 2). The tickets are prepared by the crib
attendant at the time supplies are received in the storeroom, using a standard
form and a dial -set printing machine. Consecutively numbered withdrawal
tickets are automatically printed for the number of units received into stores.
The ticket shows, in addition to the serial number, the description of the item
and its code number. These tickets with a "booklet backing tag" and with the
highest number on top are assembled into a booklet by passing a brass paper
fastener through the punched holes. The completed booklet is placed in the bin
with the supplies. In preparing tickets for receipts of an item already in stock
the printing machine is set to print consecutive numbers beginning with the
one following the number of the top tag in the bin.
As a unit of stock is issued the highest numbered ticket is withdrawn and
serves as a disbursement requisition. It is presented for signature to the
person requesting the item at which time the account to be charged is recorded
on it. Daily the stores clerk sorts the tickets into numerical sequences by code
numbers and posts to the stock records.
(9)
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A somewhat similar method is followed by a company which uses a file
of tabulating cards rather than a booklet of tags to accomplish the same
purpose. In this company the first step was to determine the quantity or
number of units in which each item of stores was normally issued. Next, a
tabulating card was designed showing code number, normal quantity or number of units in which issued, cost for this quantity, date of disbursement and
department to be charged. As supplies are received into stores, cards are keypunched from the invoice, one card for each normal issue quantity, except for
date and department to be charged. The totals of quantities and values on the
cards equals the quantity and value on the invoice. These cards are filed in a
series of shallow tub files behind index cards for each item in the inventory.
The filing of cards constitutes a debit and removing cards a credit to the
inventory.
Foremen are furnished with a catalog of stores and are required to order
by code and in normal quantities or multiples of them as shown in the catalog.
When requisitions are presented, the proper number of cards are removed
from the card file and marked with the date and department or account to be
charged. Daily these cards are sent to the tabulating department where a
sensing machine punches the date and department number. The cards are
then tabulated by departments to determine the total relief to stores and the
charge to departments.
In this company the storeroom clerk can usually locate items in low supply
by sighting his files. In the case of critical items he inserts a "time to reorder"
card at the point where the minimum balance would be reached. By filing and
removing the cards in proper sequence a first -in, first -out inventory method of
pricing is maintained.
While the procedures followed by the two companies last described are
unique and interesting, the most common method of determining that the reorder point has been reached without the use of stores ledger cards is the
segregation of a minimum quantity of each item in stock. Such segregation
has advantages even where the stores ledger card is continued.
One company, which is not yet ready to eliminate its stores ledger cards,
believes that the segregation of minimum quantities can be used to determine
the reorder point and permit elimination of the posting of disbursements of
supplies to the stores ledger card. The plan to be tried in this company is
described as follows:
"The stores inventory card will show description, location and maximum and minimum quantities. The only postings to this record will be
purchase requisitions, purchase orders, and date and quantities received.
The minimum quantities will be segregated in the bin or storage area
and plainly marked as minimum quantities. When the stores department
clerk issues the last item over and above the minimum quantity or
breaks into the minimum quantity, he will note the information on a
requisition ticket, including the quantity removed from the minimum
stock. This ticket will in turn become the basis for initiating a purchase
requisition for the replacement of the material."
It will be noted that the stores inventory card described provides for the
(11)

same essential information as a Eraveling requisition, and might readily be
used for this purpose (perhaps with some additional data included in the
heading). This, in effect, would eliminate the need for the body of the stores
inventory record or stores ledger card entirely.
The Bin Card

In those companies which have found it possible to eliminate all posting
to the body of the stores ledger card, it has been found that the information
contained in the heading of the card is still needed. In preparing a purchase
requisition or traveling requisition there is need for some ready reference to
the description of the item, its stores code, and to maximum and minimum
quantities. There is also need for a reference to the standard price or latest
purchase price of the item for pricing requisitions and extending physical inventories. The most convenient place for this information is in the bin with the
material or in a file adjacent to it. It provides at the most convenient location
all the information needed in preparing a purchase requisition. It permits
ready pricing of stores requisitions as filled and the entering of the price at the
same time the quantities are entered during the taking of a physical inventory.
The form used for this purpose is usually described as a "bin card." A company
which uses the latest purchase price method of costing disbursements of supplies
has discontinued the use of stores ledger cards and substituted bin cards, using
the procedures described below:
"The company's new method of stores accounting depends entirely
upon a bin card left at each individual stores bin. Stores are segregated
into various inventory classes and a different colored bin card is used
for each class.
"Each bin card contains a description of the stocked item, the most
recent purchase price and the maximum and minimum quantities to
be stocked. The storekeeper records on each card the inventory quantities whenever a count is made and also posts the quantities received so
that a review can be made of the turnover of each item. He also notes
the purchase price of receipts whenever it differs from the prior purchase price. Quantities disbursed are not entered on the card.
"Control cards are maintained by the accounting department for
each class of inventory. Bills covering materials received are summarized by classes and entered on the control cards as debits. Stores
tickets covering materials disbursed are required as under the prior
method of accounting. As the orders are filled, the storekeeper enters
the price as shown on the bin card. The priced tickets are summarized
monthly by class and entered as credit on the control cards only."
This company reports that it intends to redesign the bin card so that it
can be used also as a traveling requisition. When the bin card is out for use
as a purchase requisition, it will be replaced by a red card indicating that the
minimum has been reached and the item is being reordered.
Bin Card and Traveling Requisition Combined

That it is possible and practical to combine the functions of the hin card
and traveling requisition in one form is indicated by the experience of a,,other
company. This company follows the practice of charging certain supplies to
(12)

expense as purchased (discussed later), but uses the combined form for such
items as well as for supplies charged to the inventory account. Standard prices
are used in costing disbursements of supplies from inventory. The company's
practice is described as follows:
"A bin card is prepared with pertinent basic information for each
item in stock (See Exhibit 3). Each card is identified as an inventory
item or an expense item. At the outset, the quantity on hand was recorded on the first line of the card. It was then filed in a box in the
storeroom which is located at the end of each row of bins, or other
locations adjacent to bulk material not stored in bins. As a minimum
balance is reached, the stores clerk extracts the card from the box and
places it in a box marked "Supplies to be Ordered," located on the
desk of the storekeeper. Twice each day these cards are reviewed by
the storekeeper for possible changes in description, quantities, etc. For
instance, usual consumption may require increasing the minimum and
reordering quantities. Likewise, a slow - moving item may justify reducing the minimum and reordering quantities. After the cards have
been reviewed they are dated in the request column, listed by part
number and name on a sheet labeled `Bin Cards in Purchasing Department,' and forwarded to the purchasing department for processing.
Using the card in this manner eliminates the purchase requisition, reduces errors and expedites processing.
BIN CARD AND PURCHASE REQUISITION
Part No. A 256
Part Name: Mall Street Ell

Size

1/2"

Location 67 -5

45°

Description
Remarks
Quantity to Order 10

Min. Quantity 25
Expense Item

Request

Order
Placed

P. O.
No. Quant. Vendor

Price

Est.
Del.

Recd

25

Inventory

H4805

10

G - Co.

.28

2/15/54 2/18/54

3/31/54 4/ 1/ 54

H6701

10

C - Co.

.27

4/5/54

7/27/54 8/ 2/ 54

K1124

25

A - Co.

.23

8/10/54 8/12/54

2/1/54
2/9/54

2/12/54

4/6/54

Exhibit 3
"When the purchase has been arranged and the purchase order and
other information has been entered on the card, it is returned to the
storekeeper. It is then stricken from the list and filed in another box
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marked "Supplies To Be Received," where it is held until the material
has been received. The receiving date is recorded on the card and the
quantity purchased corrected if it varies from the quantity received.
The card is then refiled in the box attached to the bin until the item
is again reordered. This procedure eliminates the necessity for posting
"applied" and computing the "available balance" on the conventional
perpetual record.
"To assist in reordering before the minimum quantity has been
exhausted requires vigilant inspection. The method of segregating the
minimum quantity in the bin with divider boards, and in bags for
smaller items, has been adopted. Thus, few supply shortages are experienced and those may be caused by vendors' delays or an unusually large
consumption. Segregating the minimum quantity in the bins facilitates
the physical count as only loose quantities need to be counted and
added to the minimum."
It will be noted that where the bin card and traveling requisition are combined only one set of entries (those arising from its use as a traveling requisition) is required compared with separate entries on the two forms when
used separately. In addition, the more detailed information on the form, when
used as a bin card, provides a better basis for reviewing the turnover of
each item.
Other Short Cut Methods

Up to this point there has been described, with illustrations from practice,
a step by step method of progressing from the more usual methods of accounting for supplies to short -cut methods which accomplish the same results with
less clerical effort. In the process, some of the steps which companies have
taken to reduce record keeping for supplies have been described. But the
problem differs from company to company and there are other approaches to
simplification of procedures than those so far described. Some of these are
described below.
A public utility simplified accounting for pole line hardware by separating
its physical inventory into two parts: (a) a "warehouse stock" of packaged
units, and (b) a ",bin stock" of each item from which issues were to be made.
Costs are cleared from the inventory account by requisitions on the warehouse
stock in packaged quantities to replenish the bin stock. Charges to plant and
operating accounts are made on a predetermined basis based on a previous
study of 75,000 individual issues. Supplies are issued from bin stock without
requisitions, based on the requirements shown on the job sheet, and returns
to stores are added to bin stock with no need for record keeping.
Accomplishments of the revised procedure are the following:
1. Great reduction in number of requisitions and requisition lines.
2. Simplified accounting for salvaged and unused materials.
3. Reduction of punched cards from 30,000 to 22,000 per month, with
a saving of 20 hours of key punch time in addition to time required
for verifying, sorting, tabulating, and summarizing.
A medium -sized paper mill has simplified accounting for supplies and
reduced the time of employees engaged in obtaining supplies from a central
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storeroom by establishing auxiliary stockrooms adjacent to the using departments and by expensing some low -cost supplies. In this company it was determined that 3,000 out of 9,100 stores requisitions issued in a typical month
were for 140 low -cost items. It was decided that 25 of the 140 items with unit
costs of 20 cents or less should be charged as purchased to a "minor stores
purchases" account which would be distributed monthly to the various departments on the same basis as the cost of operating the storeroom.
The experience of this company with auxiliary stockrooms was described
as follows:
"A small storeroom was built in the machine shop for storage of
the materials they used among the remaining 115 commodities. (This
shop was chosen for trial because of the relatively high ability of the
mechanics to do clerical work.) This storeroom was to be locked when
the shop was not operating but would be open to all mechanics during
working hours. Shelves were built for an estimated four weeks' requirements of each item and for a possible fifty percent expansion. Bin tags
were prepared showing commodity number, description, minimum and
desirable levels of stock. (There was nothing for the worker to record
on the bin tags.) The machine shop clerk was placed in charge of the
key to the storeroom and given responsibility for maintenance of prescribed stock balances. Upon completion of the subsidiary storeroom,
the estimated four weeks' requirements were assembled out of the
general stores stocks and delivered to the machine shop. The value of
the transferred stores was credited to Stores Inventory and charged
to a new machine shop expense account `Minor Supplies Not Distributed: All future replacement of these stocks was charged to the
same account.
"For several months the auxiliary storeroom was closely watched;
the shop supervisors were on guard against stocks falling below the
danger level. The cost and purchasing departments analyzed shop
requisitions for replacement of the commodities and compared them
to shop usage in previous months for signs of excessive withdrawals.
"After four months a meeting was held of all persons who attended
the original conference. There was unqualified agreement that the plan
was a success. The original objective, reduction of effort for mechanics,
stores clerks and accounting clerks had been attained. The loss of accounting control had been insignificant and there were no signs of
theft or misuse of the company's assets. Steps were taken immediately
to build similar storerooms in the carpenter shop, pipe shop and electrical shop. Installations in the skid shop and paint shop followed soon
after. The auxiliary storeroom plan has been extended, in a limited
degree, to several manufacturing departments.
"After two years of experience it can be stated that all of the sub storerooms are operating as successfully as in the machine shop. There
has been no evidence of theft and accounting effort has been reduced
substantially.
"The only disadvantage of the procedure is the fact that the central.
storeroom has carried higher minimum stocks of the low valued items
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than would normally be indicated on a monthly activity basis. The
general storeroom's minimums of these commodities have been reduced
somewhat but it still maintains an insurance factor against carelessness
in reordering on the part of the service departments. This policy has
been followed at the insistence of the Mill Superintendent and may be
discontinued at the end of the current fiscal year."
Application of Tabulating Equipment
In the preceding discussion of methods used to simplify accounting for
supplies, the methods in use have been described without specific reference in
each case to the mechanical equipment, if any, used in keeping the records. The
use of bookkeeping machines in keeping stores ledger cards and similar
records appears to have little influence on the procedures used, although their
use may result in a saving of time and more legible and accurate records. On
the other hand, the use of tabulating equipment does influence the procedures
used, and justifies some added consideration.
A fair number of the companies whose practices were reported use tabulating equipment in accounting for supplies, either to replace the file of stores
ledger cards or to perform the accounting department function of developing
the amounts for periodic charges to expense accounts and relief of the inventory. Tabulating equipment is also used to develop various inventory status
reports and in the listing of the physical inventory. While procedures differ
considerably from one company to another, it is not practical in this report
to discuss the various ramifications which are possible in the application of
tabulating equipment to account for supplies. Instead, the procedures of two
companies will be described briefly.
The first company has approximately 9,000 different supply items in stores,
and around 1,500 additions to and 5,000 withdrawals from inventory each
month. A description of its procedures follows:
"Since we were already users of punched -card equipment for handling a large part of our office work and we had some excess capacity,
it was decided to use it for this stores work. Our manual hand - posted
inventory was converted to a completely punched card inventory in the
following manner:
1. A tabulating `Name' card was set up for each different item in
stores. These name cards contain the following information
punched in the card:
a. Name of item
b. Stock number
c. Order point (this is the level at which the item is reordered)
2. A tabulating `Balance' card was also set up with the balance
of each item on hand punched into the cards as follows:
a. Stock number
b. Quantity
c. Dollar amount
The method of handling this perpetual inventory by means of punched
card equipment was set up as follows:
"Tabulating `withdrawal' cards showing the stock number and
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quantity of each item withdrawn from stores are prepared daily from
the withdrawal tickets. At the end of each week, the Name and Balance
cards of the items corresponding to these withdrawal cards are selected
from the files and merged together by means of automatic punched
card equipment. Other punched card equipment is then used to extend
automatically the quantities on the withdrawal cards at the average
price of the material on hand and to prepare the weekly report showing
the material used and the balance of each item left over. New Balance
cards are then automatically created for these balances and filed back
by machine into the perpetual inventory file. In addition to the above,
On -Order cards are used to show on the weekly report the items on
order and additional Balance cards are added to the file when items
are purchased.
"The weekly report is primarily used for initiating the purchase
of stocked materials. This is readily done by comparing the balance
of each item on hand as shown in one column with the order point as
shown in another column, taking into account any quantity already on
order as shown in a third column. Orders for items are placed by removing from a file the traveling requisition cards concerned, entering
the quantities ordered, and sending the cards to the purchasing
department.
"In order to provide an easy and accurate means of inventory
taking as well as to insure that the correct stock numbers are entered
on withdrawal tickets, a bin card showing the stock number and quantity balance on hand is kept with each different kind of material. As
the material is given out, the balance of the material remaining is entered from the bin card to the withdrawal ticket, key - punched onto the
withdrawal cards, and compared on the weekly report with the balance
as shown by the perpetual inventory. Any difference in these two balances of each item is corrected after each weekly report. Since bin
cards are used in this manner, an inventory may be taken by merely
counting the number in the bin and comparing it with the balance on
the bin card. If bin cards were not used, a special listing of the punched
cards would have to be prepared against which the physical inventory
would have to be reconciled instead of checked because of the usual
lag in processing withdrawal tickets and invoices.
"For the purpose of controlling the balance of the stores materials
on hand, a small ledger is kept by a segregation of the materials into
approximately 60 different groups. The withdrawn and replenished
items are totaled monthly by these different groups and posted to this
ledger to arrive at new balances on hand at each month end. This
ledger affords a tie -in with the books of account each month as well
as with the tabulating cards when the semi- annual trial balance is run."
The second company uses tabulating equipment principally as an adjunct
to its supply record keeping to assure accounting accuracy. In this company:
"Punched cards are used in the extension of costs on issues (the
cards being punched from issue tickets) . Punched cards are also developed for receipts by lots for each part or item of supplies. These
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cards contain the company stock number, quantity, unit price, value
extension and other statistical information. The receipt and issue cards
are collated quarterly with opening balance cards and lists run, with
the machines programmed to produce new balance cards for subsequent runs. The listing will bring out any errors in the applications
of unit prices on issues and provides another check on accounting accuracy. The cost account code number is also shown on the issue cards
and by sorting and making total runs it is possible to verify the accuracy of the accounting distribution."
REDUCING THE SUPPLIES TO BE ACCOUNTED FOR

One method of reducing the record keeping associated with accounting for
supplies is to apply the simplified procedures discussed in the preceding section. Another means of reducing record keeping is to reduce the number of
supply items which are accounted for. Consideration will now be given to
methods which companies use to keep the number of detailed inventory accounts at a minimum.
Requiring Authorization to Stock Supplies
As a first step (to assure that items are not stocked which should not be)
some companies make use of an "Authorization for Stores Material" form.
In these companies no item of supplies can be ordered for inventory for the
first time without a properly approved authorization. Usually the form used
for this purpose provides space for stating the justification for stocking the
item —that it is a supply item which must be immediately available when
needed, that its use is frequent and repetitive, that it replaces an item previously stocked, etc. This form is found most frequently in companies where
the reordering of supplies is initiated more or less routinely by clerical personnel and there is no one individual responsible for passing on and approving all purchase requisitions for supplies.
Following is a statement of the justification for such practice and a description of how one company employs it:
"Somewhere along the line, someone in the production department
decides that his operation is now using enough nuts, bolts, bearings,
or what - have -you, to justify keeping a supply on hand in the storeroom. So he issues a purchase requisition for them. But let's pause
and reflect for just a minute each new item added to the supplies inventory aggravates an already existing problem. Not only is it something more for which to provide storage space, to record, to price, to
count, and to handle (all of which cost money) —but it ties up additional capital, and the higher the investment, the more difficult it becomes to earn an adequate return.
"Before we buy these new items, then, we should be certain that
there is a very real need to stock them. My company has reduced this
to a formal routine, whereby each new item must be approved before
it may be stocked. A written request is made on a form specifically designed for this purpose. This form provides for the following basic
information:
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Description of the item and where it is used
Quantity required for immediate use
Maximum and minimum quantities to be stocked
Signature of originator
Approval of general foreman or engineer
(from technical standpoint)
Approval of production planning supervisor
(from administrative viewpoint)
"A copy of the approved request accompanies the purchase
requisition.
"Sounds like red tape, perhaps, but we have found that it helps to
keep supplies inventories within manageable bounds, saving both time
and money in the long run."
Eliminating Duplications and Obsolete Stock
Avoidance of duplication is another means of keeping the number of accounts and the size of the supplies inventory at a minimum. Often, due to
poor classification, coding and description of supplies, a company stocks
several items which serve the same general or specific purpose. Proper classification and coding in terms of company specifications rather than trade names
will reveal such duplications and permit their elimination. The following describes how one company was able to accomplish this:
"We made a study of every item in stock, catalogued it, classified
it, and assigned our own stock numbers. This immediately eliminated
a number of costly duplications we were carrying in stock without
any way of knowing that they existed.
"Machine bearings, as an example, are no longer the exclusive
items they once were. Since the bearings industry has standardized,
the bearings of various manufacturers can be used interchangeably
just by cross- indexing them properly and using the specified items.
The bearings we use are now classified by our own stock numbers
regardless of who makes them, and duplication is impossible. This
is but one illustration: multiply it many times and an idea of the
value of this job to us may be gained."
The elimination of obsolete and slow- moving supplies from inventory
is another means of keeping the number of inventory accounts at a minimum. Too often the storeroom and the stores records are cluttered up
with repair parts for machines which have been replaced, with advertising
supplies, packaging and shipping supplies, and stationery items which have
been superseded, and with operating supplies which are not needed under
present methods of operation. A planned program for locating such obsolete supply items can be incorporated into the plan for the taking of
physical inventory, and steps taken to rework, sell or otherwise dispose of
the items no longer needed, and reduce the supply of those which are
excessive.
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Group Accounts for Dollar Control
Some companies by separating dollar accounting for supplies from
quantity control have been able to combine and group accounts for dollar
control and thus reduce the number of accounts carried. One company has
developed group accounts for supplies of like nature, which are normally
charged to a single expense account. In this way, eight group accounts
have taken the place of approximately 800 detailed accounts previously
carried. Group accounts are carried for such items as motor, controller
and starter parts, parts for small hand tools, light bulbs, pneumatic tool parts,
laboratory supplies and janitor supplies.
Another company uses group accounts for such items as fittings, bolts
and steel plate. Fittings and bolts are grouped into accounts by diameter,
and steel plate is classified by thickness. An average cost is used in pricing
stores requisitions.
A public transit system uses what it calls a "lot number system" to
group related supply items. By applying this method of grouping, the
number of supply accounts has been reduced from 8,000 to 1,200. Similar
items are grouped in one stock account and issues are made at an average
price. "For example, all spring shackle pins are classified under one stock
number. Wooden poles are classified into two groups: (a) 30 feet and
less, and (b) over 30 feet. In extreme cases 26 cent items may be grouped
with $2.13 items, but this is not believed to distort the results."
It will be recognized that any plan for grouping like items requires separating the accounting for dollar values from the control of quantities and
requires separate records for each. The grouping of items for dollar accounting does not eliminate the need for information on the quantity of
each item in stock. Some method must be used to assure that a supply of
fittings of all types and sizes is on hand when needed, and that the
wooden poles on hand are properly divided between those over and under
30 feet in length.
Expense Supplies
The most direct approach to the reduction of the number of supplies
accounts is also the most obvious one —the expensing of the cost of supplies as purchased instead of deferring the cost in inventory until the supplies
are used. The descriptions of practice indicate that many companies have
adopted this approach in connection with certain low -cost high - volume supplies where the values accounted for do not appear to justify the cost of the
clerical work involved in carrying these items through the inventory. The
descriptions of practice contain numerous reports of studies made by companies to determine the values involved and record keeping volume required
for these low-cost supplies. Some of these are reported below.
One company obtained an indication of the relationship between dollar
values and number of units by making a series of tests. In a group of 876
bins containing items of relatively low cost 246 bins were found to contain
2,441 units with a total value of $254.50. In another test, 82 bins contained
1,076 units with a total value of $168.70.
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Another company decided to charge to expense as received any supply
item the normal inventory quantity (not total purchase cost) of which did
not exceed $5.00. While this eliminated from the supplies inventory only
two per cent of the values previously included therein, it represented a reduction of one -third in the record keeping required.
In a company engaged in oil production it was found that items with a
unit cost of less than $1.00 accounted for 17.3 per cent of the stores ledger
cards kept in one warehouse, and for 24.9 per cent of the cards kept in
another. Yet, in terms of dollar value, these items represented only 2.6 per
cent and 2.5 per cent of the total value of the supplies in the two warehouses.
In studying stationery and office supplies one company found that 44 per
cent of the requisitions received were for 50 cents or less, but that these
requisitions accounted for only 6 per cent of the supplies issued in terms of
dollar value.
Still another company with storerooms at several plants found that:
a. Between 5 and 10 per cent of items carried accounted for 75 per
cent of the value of the inventory.
b. Approximately one -third of the items accounted for only 5 per
cent of the value of the inventory.
c. About one -third of the receipts and disbursements were for low cost items and represented approximately 5 per cent of the values
received and disbursed.
d. The average value per disbursement of these low-cost items was
well under $1.00.
In each company the value gained by carrying low -value high volume
supplies of the type indicated through the supply inventory must be related
to the costs imposed by the procedures and methods used. As indicated in
the previous section of this report, there is a great variation between companies in the procedures and methods used and presumably in the costs of
record keeping. The more detailed and burdensome the record keeping, the
greater the savings which may result from the elimination of supply items
from the inventory. On the other hand, where the record keeping has been
simplified to the point where it is concerned largely with quantity control,
less net saving may accrue from the elimination of some supplies from
inventory because quantity control may be needed for such supplies even
though their costs are charged to expense when the supplies are received.
Choosing Items to Expense

Different companies have adopted different approaches to determining which
supply items should be eliminated from the inventory and expensed as received. In some companies all supplies of a certain type or for the use of
a single department are handled in this way. The descriptions of practice
refer to janitor and housekeeping supplies, stationery and office supplies,
advertising materials, toolroom supplies and packing and shipping supplies
as types of items which some companies expense as received. In other companies the decision on what supplies to exclude from the inventory is based
on either the unit cost or the dollar value of the quantity purchased or stocked.
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The following are examples of the limits used in deciding which supplies shall
be expensed:
Items with a unit price of 20 cents or less.
Any unit costing 50 cents or less each or with a total inventory
value of $5.00 or less.
Any unit with a cost of $1.00 or less each.
Any unit whose normal inventory quantity (not total purchase)
has a value of $5.00 or less.
Other companies have made their decisions with respect to each individual
item and have prepared a standard list of "exempt" or "no cost" items. In
the preparation of such lists, consideration has been given to such factors as
unit cost, volume of transactions, use of the item by one or several departments, and a need for maintaining a constant supply of the item. Thus, an
item of supplies may be carried through stores even if of small unit value
if it is essential that it be on hand when needed, and if no quantity records
are kept of supplies not inventoried.
Quantity Records and Accounts Charged for Expense Supplies

Practice also varies as to the extent to which records of quantities are kept
on material eliminated from inventory. Probably in the majority of companies, particularly where unit value is used to determine which supplies shall
be expensed as received, it is the practice to stock such supplies in the storeroom, require store requisitions for disbursements, and maintain records of
quantities received and issued. In other companies, particularly where the
exempt materials are all of one type or used by a single department, the
supplies may be delivered direct to the consuming department for use as needed.
Where this practice is followed, the quantity on hand is determined by visual
inspection and the department head has the responsibility for initiating purchase requisitions when additional quantities are needed. In some cases, minimum quantities are segregated for ready determination of the reorder point.
There is also considerable variation in the practice by companies in determining the expense accounts to be charged for supplies which are not carried
through the inventory. Two approaches are used: either (1) making the
expense assignment when the purchased is vouchered, or (2) accumulating the
expenditures for expense supplies during the month in a temporary account
and prorating the total to expense accounts at the end of the month. Under
the first method no problem arises in connection with supply items which are
used in only one department or for one purpose, such as advertising, shipping
and housekeeping supplies. Where the supply items are such that they may
be used by several departments, some companies follow the practice of charging them to the responsibility which exercises principal control of their use.
Thus, purchases of repair parts and maintenance supplies may be charged
against the maintenance department, or stationery and office supplies against
the office manager. Budget allowances are developed on this basis. In some
companies a study of past requisitions has been made to determine the relative
usage of certain supplies and these ratios are used in expensing such supplies
as received.
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Where the practice is followed of accumulating in an account during the
month the cost of all exempt supplies received, the monthly total must be prorated on a more or less arbitrary basis. In one company this total is assigned
to the using departments in the same proportions as their consumption of
supplies from inventory. In another company the total is prorated in the
same proportion as is the cost of operating the storeroom. In a public utility,
a similar result is obtained by including the cost of exempt supplies in the
loading rate which is applied to all supplies issued from stores.
A Case in the Expensing of Supplies
Probably the company which has gone the farthest of those reported on in
expensing supplies inventories is one where an interdepartmental committee
surveyed past practice and made recommendations for changes:
"The committee reviewed the need for carrying all supply items
in the inventory account and in the supplies storeroom. It reached
the conclusion that, if purchases could be made economically in quantities sufficiently small to make reasonable the immediate delivery of
all items to the using departments, then the warehousing and central
storage function could be shifted to the suppliers with a resultant
reduction in inventory.
"Purchasing was asked to furnish the minimum economical ordering quantities for all supply items, and the using departments were
given mimeographed lists and asked to enter (1) the maximum quantity of items which might reasonably be delivered to them and
charged immediately to their expense, and (2) the period of usage
this quantity would cover. These lists were then compared, and the
committee was amazed to find that, even after making a generous
provision for variations in rate of usage by departments, approximately 50 per cent of the supply items could be purchased in economical lots which would permit direct distribution to the using
department.
"The cost accounting representative insisted that a limit be placed
upon the practice of direct expensing of purchases, both for cost
control reasons and for the purpose of fairly presenting the financial
position of the firm. The committee agreed that it would be reasonable to limit the direct expensing of purchases to items purchased in
quantities which did not exceed 30 days' usage. An exception to the
30 -day limitation was made in the case of special purchases to be
used on construction and repair orders. It was agreed that any such
special purchases, without regard to quantity, should be charged
directly to the account to which the order is classified and not cleared
through the supplies inventory account."
In this company supply cribs are provided in each using department. The
responsibility for reordering supplies is placed with the crib attendant of each
department. No stores records of quantity are kept, but a two -part bin card
showing minimum quantity and quantity -to -order is kept in each bin. When
the attendant determines by visual inspection that the minimum quantity has
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been reached, he sends the detachable portion of the bin card to the production control office as a notice to reorder. By this method this company has
reduced its inventory by 30 per cent in value and 50 per cent in number of
supply items carried in inventory.
THE PHYSICAL INVENTORYING OF SUPPLIES
The trend today, as evidenced by the descriptions of practice on which
this report is based, is away from the annual all -at- one -time physical inventory
of supplies and toward the continuous count, with parts of the inventory
counted each day, each week or each month. Some companies have gone one
step further and instituted the practice of verifying quantities on hand either
at the time stock is reordered or at the time the new purchase is added to the
bin, supplemented by a periodic count of those items which show no activity
over a period of time and, in some cases, periodic spot checks by internal
auditors.
Today, the physical count is used principally as a means of verifying the
book inventory. An exception is found in a few cases where supplies with
high turnover and used by a single department, are counted at the end of
each accounting period to determine consumption during the period. This
practice is sometimes followed for such items as packing and shipping supplies, to eliminate the keeping of an in- and -out record for these high turnover items. With this minor exception, it is the practice to reflect the flow of
supplies into the storeroom and out to the plant and office in the inventory
control accounting and the supporting stores ledger cards, and to use the
physical inventory as a means of verifying the book inventory.
Cycle or Rotating Counts
Just as cycle billing has been used by public utilities, department stores
and others to level out the billing process, eliminate overtime and permit the
continuous use of trained personnel on this operation, so the taking of the
physical inventory, whether of materials or supplies, has been improved
through the spreading of the counting process throughout the fiscal year. By
counting a part of the inventory each day, week or month the annual inventory, with attendant overtime and the use of untrained personnel, can be
avoided. Where a continuous count is carried on there is an opportunity to
more systematically check differences between the count and the book records,
and conditions which have caused the differences can be investigated and
corrected. There is little opportunity for corrective and preventative action
where the entire inventory is taken at one time by personnel not specifically
trained for this type of work. In addition, no interruption to the normal
operations of the storeroom are involved where the inventory taking is spread
throughout the year. The descriptions of practice indicate that cycle or rotating count of supplies inventories is becoming quite general.
Counting Bin Stock at Time of Reordering
Some companies have gone one step further and included the physical
count as a part of the process of replenishing inventory, making the count
either at the time the purchase requisition is issued or at the time the new
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supplies are added to the bin. The more usual practice is to verify the quantity on hand at the time the purchase requisition is issued. The practice
described below seems to be fairly typical:
"The stores accounting section records the receipts and issues of all
storeroom materials to the various ledger cards, and when a commodity reaches the `order point' the traveling requisition is removed
from the file and turned over to the storekeeper to reorder. The storekeeper at this time makes a physical inventory of all such commodities.
Any variation between the book balance and the physical inventory is
then adjusted to the actual balance. By taking inventories when stocks
are at the order point the work involved in the physical count is minimized and, at the same time, inventorying is spread over the period.
"Yearly, a listing is made of the stores ledger accounts which have
not been inventoried within the past year and a physical count is made
of these supplies. Correcting adjustments are made in the ledgers. By
following this procedure all stores supplies are inventoried at least
once a year.
A somewhat
different method, followed by another company, is described
as follows:
"A system was devised whereby the stockmen physically count each
item at least once during the course of a year. Before replacement
stock is placed in storage, an inventory of the item is taken by the
stockmen. This inventory is noted on a copy of the receiving report,
which is then forwarded to the stores ledger clerk. If the inventory
cannot be reconciled with the stores ledger, the item is rechecked. Any
necessary adjustment is made at that time through the medium of a
stores or return -to- stores requisition. These requisitions are processed
through the records in a manner similar to regular stores requisitions.
"Slow- moving items, however, receive special consideration since
replenishment of these items may not occur during the year. These
items are systematically counted and recorded to stores ledger records
at least once a year. Accounting personnel supplements this procedure
by performing quarterly audits which include spot checks of several
hundred items.
"Before this system was installed a physical inventory of burden
items was required each year. With this system we now take physical
inventories at three year intervals. This procedure has proved to be
very satisfactory in assuring accurate perpetual inventory figures. The
difference in book and physical inventories at the end of a three year
period has been negligible."
Some companies follow the practice of stamping the stores ledger card or
bin card each time a physical count is made whether or not an adjustment is
recorded at that time. These notations, or the lack of them, are an aid in
locating the slow- moving and obsolete items. Where it is the invariable practice to make a count each time a purchase requisition is issued or the stock
is added to the bin this practice appears unnecessary since the usual entries
on the stores ledger card, bin card or traveling requisitions for reorders
indicate the counts which have been made during the period.
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Reconciling Detail Records With Control
It is customary practice to reflect adjustments to the book inventory arising from a physical count in the control account as well as in the detailed
inventory records during the month when the discrepancies are determined.
Reconciliation between the general ledger control and the detailed stores ledger
card may be made on either an annual or rotating basis. Where it is the
practice to reconcile the details with the control once a year, this is usually
done a few months prior to the annual closing date. Some companies have
applied the cycle or rotating method to this reconciliation process by dividing
the control account or developing a number of sub - accounts. In this way a
part of the book inventory can be reconciled with its control each month during the year. This method tends to spread the work of reconciliation, and to
localize errors and discrepancies. It is especially useful where the method of
pricing requisitions is such that some difference between the control and details
is to be expected.
MANAGEMENT OF SUPPLIES INVENTORIES
The attainment of the control and accounting objectives listed earlier in
this report require, in addition to simplified and effective procedures, an
ingredient best described as "inventory management." No inventory control system will produce automatically the results desired without the application of human judgment at various stages in the process. Someone must
decide what supplies are to be stocked and in what quantity. Decisions
must be modified as conditions change. A classification of supplies and a
number code is needed to identify like items under different trade names,
and to determine whether material on hand can serve the same purpose as
material requested. The number, location and layout of storerooms needs
careful consideration. Obsolete and slow moving items need to be removed
from the inventory and disposed of.
Assigning Responsibility for Supplies Inventory
These responsibilities will not be handled satisfactorily unless they are
definitely assigned to one individual or to a responsible group. In the
larger companies a material control manager may devote full time to the
control of materials and supplies; in other companies the responsibility may
rest with an inventory committee made up of representatives of the departments primarily concerned; but in most cases it appears that this responsibility falls upon the chief storekeeper. Where the storekeeper has the responsibility it is important that he be given sufficient authority over matters
relating to supplies to coordinate the activities of the other departments
concerned.
In one company where a "Material Control Manager" was appointed, the
author of the description of the company's practice had this to say:
"The most important single factor in our storeroom improvement
was the recognition that the management and maintenance of a $1,000,000 inventory justified the type of ability comparable to an in(26)

dependent business of the same size, and we placed such a man in
charge. If that type of supervisor costs more, he can and should save
more. Ours did."
In another company a survey of practice in controlling supplies was instituted as a result of which —
"An inventory committee was appointed, consisting of the controller, purchasing agent and storekeeper. They are jointly responsible
for the dollar amount of supplies inventory and each performs specific
duties in controlling it. They collaborate in establishing and making
major revisions in the minimum and reorder quantities. They review
quarterly certain basic factors which affect the inventory, such as new
orders received, backlog of unfinished orders, actual sales for the past
quarter and the budget of sales for the next two quarters. An indicated
reduction in sales volume may cause the committee to authorize a
reduction in minimum and reorder quantities."
Without the overall coordination which is provided by a control manager
or control committee there is a tendency for each department to develop its
procedures and records independently with resulting duplication and overlapping. This is illustrated by the comment in one report that —
"The function of receiving, storing and issuing material, parts and
supplies is the responsibility of the stores department, while the function of accounting for the value of these inventories is the responsibility of the accounting department. Regardless of the steps taken to
simplify the latter function, the stores department must still maintain
records and procedures which will assure an adequate supply of
material at all times."
The effect of this type of thinking on records kept was revealed when a
committee in another company made a study of the records relating to supplies kept by the purchasing, production control and accounting departments.
The following tabulation resulted:
How
Production
Cost
Form or Record
Filed
Purchasing Control Accounting
Purchase Requisition
Purchase Order
Purchase Order
Purchase Order
Receiving Report
Receiving Report
Supplies Requisition
Supplies Requisition
Register of Accounts
Payable Runs
Individual Cost Card

Numerical
Numerical
Supplier
Stores Code Number
Pur. Order No.
Stores Code Number
Stores Code Number
Dept. Charged
Date
Stores Code Number

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

The committee found that each of the three departments maintained
individual card records by supply codes. The purchasing department's record
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contained all information relating to each purchase, the production control
department maintained quantity information by supply codes on purchase
requisitions, purchase orders, receipts, disbursements and balance, and the
cost department records showed quantities, unit prices and values by supply
codes for receipts, disbursements and balances. A moving average cost was
used in pricing disbursement requisitions. Both the production control
department and the cost department maintained a numerical register of supply
requisitions to assure receipt of all requisitions issued.
The committee decided that the production control department had the
greatest interest in detailed information by supply codes and developed a
plan to place responsibility for both record keeping and the follow -up of
suppliers in this department. As a result the detailed card records by supply
codes kept by the purchasing and cost departments were discontinued. In
the process the method of pricing disbursements was changed from a moving
average price to the latest purchase price, because of the reluctance of the
production control department to be responsible for the calculations involved
in using average costs. At the same time it was possible to eliminate several
of the duplicate files of forms which had previously been considered necessary.
Of the many aspects of inventory management referred to in the reports
of practice two have been selected as representative of the need for the application of judgment and the placing of responsibility. These are the classification and coding of supplies carried in inventory, and the determination of
when to reorder supplies and in what quantities. Many of the other problems
of inventory management have been referred to at other points in this report.
Classification and Coding as an Aid to Inventory Management
As an example of the importance of proper classification description and
coding of supplies, the following comments based on the practice of one
company are quoted:
"The use of company stock numbers, rather than manufacturers
numbers, facilitates the identification of parts requisitioned for stock
replacement and issued on orders from maintenance or operating
departments. All parts and materials are grouped under general
classifications, such as; `pipe and fittings,' `bearings,' `electrical,'
`hardware,' `automotive,' with peculiar parts which do not have a
common use or application being classified by particular machine
categories, such as `centrifugal parts,' `Lamson pallet loaders,' `Consolidated packers,' etc.
"Stock numbers are assigned consecutively to each group with
sufficient open numbers or gaps to provide for expansion of each
classification. Use of stock numbers in requisitioning materials by
the maintenance and operating departments insures the proper part
or material being issued. The use of stock numbers on all purchase
orders in addition to other necessary identifying information provides the stores warehouse with a standard identification of the
materials to check receipts and route them to the proper bin 'or
section for storage.
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"In addition to the stock number assigned to each part or
material, a standard description is provided. The name by which
each item will be recorded is selected on the basis of the generic
nature of the part, rather than its functional nature. For example,
a part would be referred to as "Bolt, Machine" rather than "End
Bell Retaining Bolt." This pattern establishes brief standard descriptions for each item and permits a grouping of items with common
characteristics.
"The standard pattern of description brings together materials and
parts which have a common or inter - changeable use. For example,
bearings and other common parts may be supplied by many manufacturers and each uses a particular supplier's number or description.
Many of these parts have common characteristics and can be inter.
changed in use. A continuing study of this factor allows reduction of
parts carried of this type to an absolute minimum. This part of the
system is referred to as "commodity classification" and provides a
common language to be used by everyone concerned with the handling
and use of materials and parts. Commodity classification provides the
basis for establishing general groupings of classifications of items
stocked.
"After the stores inventory cards (and traveling requisition cards)
are set up with basic information, and after they have been assigned
company stock numbers and sorted into commodity classes or general
classifications, a catalog of all parts carried is prepared. Items are listed
in stock number sequence. This catalog records in addition to the stock
number, the standard name or description of the item, and other useful
data, such as; unit of measure, vendor sources, standard package, and
in the case of peculiar parts, special information and specifications are
also listed. A copy of this catalog listing is used by the engineering
and maintenance division in identifying parts needed and provides the
stock number to be used in writing material requests. It is also a useful
record for planning maintenance jobs, and since the catalog also contains the last recorded unit price, material costs estimates can be made
on each job planned.
"A copy of this catalog listing is also maintained in the stores
warehouse and is used in checking specifications on parts issued or
received and in classifying and assigning new company stock numbers
as required.
"A copy of this catalog listing is also used by the purchasing
department to provide access to complete specifications to be used in
writing purchase orders, as well as the company stock number which
must be also noted on every purchase order issued. This is added insurance that the proper material will be ordered and by indicating the
stock number on the copy of the order used by the receiving clerk, the
item can quickly be routed to the proper bin or storage section when
received.
"An important part of this system is the equipment parts list which
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is a file of each piece of capital equipment requiring maintenance. On
each equipment unit card, a complete description of the replacement
parts is recorded, with manufacturers' part numbers shown and special
information which may be required in identifying each part. Specifications are also detailed where necessary. The company stock number
is recorded for each part.
"When the maintenance division is engaged in repairing a particular machine unit, the parts which needs replacement can be quickly
identified by reference to the equipment parts list and the stock numbers ascertained. This speeds the location and issue of the part required and insures issue of the right part for the job."
While the use of code numbers is a convenience and time saver under any
method of accounting for supplies, it is a necessity when tabulating equipment
is used. In the words of one reporter:
"Coding of materials is a `must' under a machine accounting system.
Its purpose, of course, is to convert a word description into a numerical
reference, consisting of a selected number of digits, by which items are
drawn together into special groupings or classes for accounting purposes. This, in turn, permits uniform nomenclature and continuity of
listing on stock reports, inventories, etc., and affords a more methodical
means of conducting accounting work which results in an improved
control of materials and supplies."
While many companies find it necessary to maintain a bin location record
as an aid in determining where specific supplies are stored, one company has
so located its supplies and assigned bin numbers, that these bin numbers are
used as the commodity code and as stores ledger account number.
From another company comes this suggestion:
"If your supplies inventory contains many special parts peculiar to
single pieces of machinery or equipment (single - purpose parts), segregate the inventory records for these from the general purpose items such
as wiping rags, brooms, valves, hand cleaner, etc. Single - purpose items
by their very nature are slow- moving, and require individual consideration when calculating turnover or in searching for obsolete articles to
be removed from inventory; segregating the records makes these jobs
much easier."
Practice in Establishing Reorder Point and Quantity to Order
The descriptions of practice received indicate that the use of minimum
and maximum quantities as a means of determining when to order supplies
and in what quantity is well nigh universal. But the level at which these
limits are set and the extent to which they are reviewed and revised as
conditions change will largely determine the availability of supplies as needed,
the size of the inventory and its carrying cost, as well as the losses from
obsolete and slow - moving stock. This is the area where good inventory
management by an individual or committee can contribute most.
The following is cited as an indication of the factors which one company
takes into consideration in setting and revising minimum and maximum limits:
"Minimum and maximum quantities are essential to economical
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control where the number of different items involved is large. This
device has limitations, however. Other steps must be taken to minimize
the losses which are bound to occur if the system is permitted to operate on a purely automatic basis.
"Recent past experience alone is not a reliable basis for establishing
requirements for any major item of material. Past experience is always
helpful, but the determination of quantities of all items of relative im.
portance, the time at which the quantity should be at the highest
permissible level and the time at which it should be permitted to drop
to its lowest point, should always be in the hands of qualified persons.
"We try to maintain a reasonably balanced inventory at all times.
A minimum - maximum balance of most items is usually established on
the basis of past average usage at a normal capacity level of operations.
If the volume and capacity level should change materially it may be
justifiable to change the minimum - maximum balance of the item. Other
factors, such as economical quantities to be purchased, storage facilities,
possible market shortages, etc., are taken into consideration to allow
for flexibility. The minimum - maximum figures are noted on the stores
record cards. A report showing the number of days' supply on hand
is prepared each month on the important items."
SUMMARY

In this report, separate consideration has been given to three approaches
to improving control of and accounting for supplies, i.e. (1) the simplification of record keeping, (2) the reduction in the number of supply items for
which inventory records are kept, and (3) the application of better management methods to supplies inventory problems. While it has seemed desirable,
in the interest of added clarity, to discuss each of the three approaches separately, the evidence supplied by the descriptions of practice indicates that they
are closely related and that all three need to be considered if maximum results
in improving supplies control and accounting are to be attained.
It is apparent from the descriptions of practice that many companies have
developed cumbersome and costly methods because of lack of good inventory
management, and that procedures and methods have been improved as a
result of the coordination and "new look" which was made possible when an
individual or committee with sufficient authority and standing was given responsibility for the supplies inventory. It is likewise apparent that some of
the short cut methods which companies have adopted and found successful
would not have been possible without a new concept of the inventory control
function —a concept which shifts emphasis from detailed record keeping for
supplies to managerial control of supplies, and from dependence on a records
system to dependence on the judgment and competency of the individuals
responsible.
The two conditions which appear to have been most responsible for poor
control and the excessive costs in accounting for supplies inventories are —
(1) The failure to coordinate the record keeping and control activities
of the departments and the individuals concerned with requesting,
ordering, receiving, stocking, issuing and using supplies, and
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(2) Too great emphasis on detailed dollar accounting for supplies when
the resulting savings do not justify the record keeping costs
involved.
The first condition is exemplified by the company which keeps two sets of
stores ledger cards because control of the quantities is the responsibility of
the storeroom while accounting for values is the function of the accounting
department, or because the storeroom is unwilling to accept responsibility for
the detailed accounting for dollars which the accounting department considers
necessary; by the multiple copies of each form which are prepared, distributed
to each department which indicates an interest and accumulated in files which
are seldom referred to; by duplicate check lists in different departments to
assure that all purchase requisitions, purchase orders and issue requisitions
are accounted for; by discrepancies between records kept in various departments and the need for reconciling them; and by the tendency to "pass the
buck" rather than to accept responsibility.
These manifestations of lack of coordination point to the need for better
inventory management. Improved methods and procedures are likely to be a
natural by- product of the coordination of activities which the placing of overall responsibility for supplies inventories should provide. It is also likely to
reveal the need for correcting the other condition which is responsible for the
high cost of accounting for supplies, i.e., too much emphasis on detailed
dollar accounting.
This is a condition for which the accountant must take responsibility. His
insistence that all supplies which are not used as received be carried through
the inventory records, his use of average or first -in first -out costs for pricing
requisitions in order to obtain the maximum of costing accuracy, and his
confusing of dollar control with quantity control has resulted in many companies in record keeping costs for supplies which cannot be justified in terms
of the benefits derived. Fortunately, the accountants who would apply bank
accounting methods in accounting for supplies are in a minority, and in more
and more companies the record keeping requirements are being related to the
benefit to be derived from the records kept.
One other observation which the reports of practice support is that the
companies which have accomplished most in simplifying and improving their
methods and procedures for controlling and accounting for supplies have not
gone as far as the other companies in expensing supplies as purchased. These
companies have found that once the methods and procedures have been simplified little net gain can be obtained by expensing supplies as received since
essential quantity records need to be maintained whether the item is expensed
or deferred in inventory when received.
These observations suggest that there is an order of precedent in which
the three approaches to improved accounting for supplies should be considered.
Improved inventory management will tend to generate improved methods and
procedures, and decision on the expensing of supplies purchases may well be
deferred until it is possible to determine the savings which such practice will
provide under the improved methods and procedures. The experience of the
companies whose practices are discussed in this report suggests that there are
opportunities for saving in each step.
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